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§ 5. No comment is required at this stage upon the families
of poll-taxes and of proportionate taxes. But of the others.
something further may conveniently be said here. Consider
the tax formula B=#</r(#). The average rate of tax imposed
on an income x is measured by   ^ ' :  and the marginal tax
x
imposed on an income x (i.e. the rate at which the aggregate
tax levy increases as x increases) is measured by ai/f'(x). When
a tax formula is said to be progressive, the meaning may be
either that •  ^ ^ increases as x increases or that afi'(x) increases
as x increases.  The former meaning signifies that — -=£— * is posi-
tive, the latter that aifjft(x) is positive. If we were including
in our purview tax formulae in which the average rate of tax
increased for some increases of x and decreased for others,
we should find that some of them, in respect of certain values
of x, were progressive in one of the two senses distinguished
above, but not in the other. When, however, formulae of this
mixed type are excluded, it can be shown, third and later differ-
entials being ignored, that all of those remaining, if progressive
in the one sense, must be progressive in the other also. For
-£r
This is positive for all values of x, if xfif(x)>i/j(x) for all values
of x, i.e. if $"(x) is positive for all values of x : which proves
the above proposition.
tax is equal to the tax constant, as I have defined it. Again, for lump-sum
taxes, i.e. a poll-tax, m«/r(o;) is a constant, and, therefore, since, when x = 1000,
"^=T7\7i» ^f(a?) = 10 for all values of a?.    The formula, therefore, becomes
X         1UU
B = 10w ; and the amount of the tax is equal to ten times the tax constant.
Yet again, suppose that the tax formula embodies a particular sort of pro-
gression, in such wise that the revenue is always equal to s^th part of the
square of the income (up to the point at which it becomes equal to the in-
come). In my notation the tax constant in this formula is 20, and the tax
a?2	1
function	.    If the formula of the tax had been »=:__»», the tax
constant would have been 10 and the tax function the same as before. I
do not suppose, however, that many persons will find this elaboration worth
while.

